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A. How to write your own book Review:
1.

Examine the Book Carefully

Ask questions like: How is the author qualified for this topic? What is the book’s main purpose? How
is the book organized? What is unusual about this book? Is the subject, method, or procedure
unusual?
2.

Read the Book Reflectively

Try to understand the big picture of the book as you are reading. How is it all fitting together? Does it
all fit together? Are there pieces omitted? Do the arguments given make sense?
3.

Write the Review Systematically



Introduction. Place the book information in bibliographic entry format at the top of the page
and include total number of pages in parentheses: Smith, Rachel. Romans: A New Approach.
New York: Harper, 1993. (232 pp.). The introduction itself should place the book within a
subject area and provide a snapshot of the book’s purpose. For example:
While there are many commentaries written on the book of Romans, most follow the same
basic format. Rachel Smith, however, in Romans: A New Approach, explores how
Romans often mimics phrases from the Septuagint which provide key interpretive clues for
understanding the text. Her purpose is to “identify the literary links in order to unravel
some of the knotty problems in traditional interpretations of the book of Romans” (3).



Summary. This section should provide a brief overview of the book’s method, structure, overall
message, and target audience. It should be clear that you are very familiar with the book.
Explain the structure and key points for each section of the book.



Evaluation. Here is the heart of the review where you evaluate whether the book actually
accomplishes its purpose and makes a useful contribution to its field. Normally, you should start
off with some strengths of the book. Does it make a complicated subject clear to the average
reader? Does it do something that other books do not? Is it exceptionally well organized or well
researched? Then, you should reflect on weaknesses. Does it accomplish what it claims to
accomplish? Does it argue its points convincingly? Does it take into account all the other
research that is in the relevant field? In this section, you should refer to specific pages and
chapters in the book to support what you are arguing.



Response. Not all reviews include this section, so check with the instructor. Here you have an
opportunity to reflect more personally about the book’s impact on you. For the first time in the
review you have the freedom to use “I”. How has your thinking about the subject changed
because of this book?



Conclusion and Recommendation. Briefly close off the review by referring back to the
introduction and providing a recommendation of the book for a certain audience—if the book
deserves a recommendation (e.g., “Smith’s study of Romans certainly does provide an
innovative approach and probably should be a must read for all serious students. However,
most readers will find it far too technical and complicated for devotional reading. In spite of this,
it makes a worthy contribution to the field of NT studies”).

Other “how to” guides


Writing Theological Book Reviews. Prepared by James Knight, February 1999; revised
Tom Power, Nov. 2012. Trinity College in the University of Toronto
(http://web.trinity.utoronto.ca/library_archives/theological_resources/theological_guides/
writing_theological_reviews.html)



Dalhousie University Libraries: How to Write a Book Review - Both critical and
descriptive book reviews are covered.
(http://libraries.dal.ca/writing_and_styleguides/style_guides/book_reviews.html)



Massey University – Book review guidelines including a sample book review
http://owll.massey.ac.nz/assignment-types/book-review.php

B. Finding a Book Review
Why use a book review? It may:







help you to understand a book better
help you to see how others have evaluated a certain book
summarize the plot and analyze themes and symbols
summarize a controversial debate
compare the book with similar books
may give biographical information about the author

Steps to finding a book review

1. Have the necessary information. This includes:
 Author’s full name
 Full title of book
 The year the book was first published. Check the back of the title page for this information
or check the library catalogue.
2. Look in an appropriate “journal article” database that includes book reviews.
For reviews of scholarly theological and biblical studies books:
Go to the CBC Library webpage (www.columbiabc.edu/library/). Click on Journal Articles and select the
ATLA Religion Database with ATLA Serials. Once you click on this you’ll need to once more select
EBSCOHost Web and ATLA Religion Database with ATLA Serials.
ATLA Religion Database with ATLASerials

Type book title and
select BT Book Title
next to title. In 2nd
search box type
author’s surname
and select AU
Author next to
author’s name.
To limit your results:
click on Review at
Publication Type

For reviews of scholarly books on religion and theology:
Go to the CBC Library webpage (www.columbiabc.edu/library/). Click on Click on Journal Articles and
select the Proquest Religion Database.
Proquest Religion Database

Type title of book in 1st
search field and author’s
surname in 2nd search
field.

To limit your results:
go to document type,
scroll to and check on
Review

For reviews of books on general topics:
Go to the CBC Library webpage (www.columbiabc.edu/library/). Click onJournal Articles and select the
Academic Search Premier database.

Type book title in
the 1st search box.
In 2nd search box
type author’s
surname.

To limit your results:
at Document type
click on Book Review
at Publication Type

Other web sites that include book reviews:


Books & Culture: A Christian Review - Includes searchable archive and links.
(http://www.christianitytoday.com/books/)



New York Review of Books - features book reviews, essays, and poems covering
politics, literary criticism and art. Includes searchable archive and links
(http://www.nybooks.com/archives/)



Review of Biblical Literature -includes searchable archive. (http://www.bookreviews.org/)

If you would like help or further suggestions for research, please ask the librarian for
assistance
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